Costa Rica

All in one
All In One. A whole lot of activity, from adventure to R&R in the middle of nature. Hacienda Pozo Azul offers it all, from
it's location in Sarapiquí.

Looking for adventure?... How about a delicious meal next to a beautiful river?... A Horseback ride? Relax in the middle
of the forest? Or take the tour of a prototype dairy farm? Or ride the white water rapids on a raft?...

This and more can be found all in one place, whose mission is to make you feel good, no matter if you wish to relax or
practice extreme sports. This beautiful place is called Pozo Azul, and is located in Sarapiquí, just 90 minutes from San
José, through lush vegetation, and breathtaking rural scenery.

This is a 2000 acre ranch run by the Quintana family, who have been who have been in the recreation business for a few
years now. What makes this place unique is that it offers a wide variety of activities, so each individual will find something
to do despite their preferences. There is also the option of spending the night, in case you missed some of the days fun.

You can stay in the tent camp surrounded by trees or the lodge, which originally was the sleeping quarters for the
workers at the ranch.
What they offer
First of all you are received at a big wooden house called "Casona", here you find the restaurant and reception area.
There is also a big deck where you can witness the mighty Sarapiquí River, almost at your feet. The restaurant offers high
quality fusion cuisine. The chef has committed to use ingredients native of the area in his culinary creations.
Just next to the restaurant lies the dairy farm. Here the whole process is run with the most advanced technology in the
field.

The project is so interesting that delegations from all over the world come to see how it works. There is also a butterfly
and frog farm on the premises, or you can walk the trails going into the forest and next to the river. If you are looking for a
little more excitement, you can go horseback riding around the ranch or on mountain bike tours, both ran by experienced
guides.

If you are still looking for adventure, well, you can take the canopy tour. it is certified with all the safety requirements and
a bunch of different cables. The last cable is 320 meters long and runs over the Sarapiquí River, then takes you back to
the main building.
You can also take a boat trip to view the flora and fauna. The rafting has class II and III rapids, or you could rappel down
a 30 meter canyon to the river.
All in one place...

http://www.tourism.co.cr
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